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Specific Talent Aptitude: Drama
Examples of Performance Evaluation Rubrics & Scales: Drama 2 March 2015 Performance Evaluation
Measures Drama Performance Evaluation—Ohio Department of Education Drama Student Profile Sheet This
form may be completed by the student, teacher, or parent.

DRAMA PERFORMANCE RUBRIC
Name:_____ Class:_____ Criteria 4 3 2 1 TOTAL VOICE Voice was loud and clear; words were easily
understood Student spoke clearly but it was difficult to understand some of the script; could’ve been louder.

Assessment Rubrics In Drama | The Drama Teacher
The problem is, however, if one doesn’t have considerable experience as a drama educator, then working
without a rubric for performance assessment can almost be suicidal. The rubric for the less experienced teacher
offers structure and approval, even a security blanket for those needing confirmation.

iRubric: Creative Drama 6 Performance Rubric
iRubric B35W77: Rubric title Creative Drama 6 Performance Rubric. Built by lellingboe using iRubric.com.
Free rubric builder and assessment tools.

The Drama Rubric – Grades 6, 7 & 8
• Adapts and revises drama work in rehearsal in response to constructive criticism and reflection. • Contributes
to the development of dramatic stories and situations in and out of role. • Accurately identifies conflicts and
tensions, structures scenes, and improvises appropriate dialogue with some detail. • Stages scenes using
blocking to

THEATER PERFORMANCE RUBRIC
THEATER PERFORMANCE RUBRIC Criteria 4 3 2 1 VOICE Voice was loud and clear; words were easily
understood Student spoke clearly but it was difficult to ... play performance. Was a good audience when not
involved in play performance most of the time. Was a good audience when not involved in play performance

Scoring Rubric: Drama
The organization, elements of drama writing, grammar, usage, mechanics, and spelling of a written piece are
scored in this rubric. This printable includes directions for how to score each element independently, and a
space for comments with which teachers can offer specific or collective feedback.

Student Self Assessment

A rubric is easy to follow with this type of self assessment. The more specific and detailed the answer, the
higher the mark. Divide the rehearsal and performance experience. In the classroom, a performance is only one
piece of the puzzle. Instead of a general How did you feel, you may wish to divide up student response between
rehearsal and ...

PART 1: DRAMA IN THE CLASSROOOM
? Rubric for Assessment of Student Performance Nikelle Ebert is an Australian and has worked as a NET at
Christian Alliance Cheng Wing Gee College in Tai Wai since August 2002. She has been developing drama
within the Oral English curriculum of the school for four years. On Drama Nikelle believes that being creative
and confident with

drama performance evaluation sheet
Criteria for success worded in pupil friendly language to reflect and evaluate each other’s performances. Great
for peer assessment and teaching drama, especially Shakespeare. ...

